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ABSTRACT: Document Summarization is a very challenging task in text mining. Summarizing a large document in 
concise short sentences which is a subgroup of the initial text is called as extractive summarization. There are various 
applications of text summarization, but here the CNN News articles are summarized to its key sentences. In this paper, 
Topic Modeling Algorithm the Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used to generate extractive text summarization. It is used 
in capturing important topics from the text and later using distribution weighting mechanism sentences are fetched from 
the text. The model performs well on the data and fetches the summary for the news article. This helps in saving time to 
read long texts or documents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A summary is a brief form of a large text. It conveys important information about the document or text. There is a 

tremendous volume of information available on the internet, and it is extremely difficult to get the relevant meaningful 

information quickly. For searching a particular piece of information we need to go through various documents or plenty 

of information from the internet. A human being has difficulty in summarizing large documents. To cater to these two 

problems, automatic document/text summarizing has become necessary nowadays. Rather than reading the whole 

document, one can identify whether the document is of any advantage by reading the summary. [1] 

Document summarization is a means of deriving significant and relevant data from the document and to make a piece 

of comprehensive and meaningful information. In this project, an extractive summarization of large documents is 

carried out using Topic Modeling based on the papers [2] and [3]. The document is segmented in a list of sentences and 

applied to the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to extract main topics. Then using the frequency of words of 

those topics in sentences, key sentences are extracted having highest distribution to summarize the text. The report is 

structured below in following sections. The Literature Review in Section II which discusses the work of various authors 

towards document summarization and LDA. The Section III specifies the actual methodology implemented using LDA 

model and includes data processing. Empirical results in text modeling and document summarization are discussed in 

the segment IV. Finally, Section V bestows the conclusion and the future scope 

 

Fig. 1: Document Summarization 
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Fig. 2: Types of Document Summarization towards the project. II. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [3], the authors show an experiment to automatic summarize large novel documents through extracting relevant 

sentences from text documents and then recombining them to form summary. The approach used in this paper is topic 

modeling on large documents. Firstly, topic modeling algorithm, LDA is applied to extract important topic words from 

the document. Then associated candidate sentences are extracted. Then, candidate sentence importance evaluation 

function is used to achieve topic diversity. Finally, with the help of heuristic summarization algorithm, the candidate 

sentences are used to summarize the document. Further, external resources like SemCor [4] and synonym thesaurus are 

used for smoothing the summarized text. The evaluation criteria considering Topic diversity and high compression ratio 

achievement were experimented. The major conclusion to this experiment was that it did achieved topic diversity using 

the topic modeling LDA approach to summarize the large document with a compression ratio of 0.1-0.2 percent. 

However, there were problems of text summary redundancy which was needed to be tackled. Also, the extraction of 

semantic entities were to be further analyzed. In [5], Kazantseva and Szpakowicz describe the approach to summarize 

short stories. The paper aims at getting user relevant information of the story and not revealing the actual plot of the 

story. It focuses on main entities of the story documents. An average compression rate of 94 percent was achieved using 

machine learning tools and rules defined to summarize. However, the quality of the summary was not evaluated. The 

readability and coherence of the summary was not analyzed. It also failed to summarize large documents. In [6], the 

authors describe a generative model LDA for a collection of distinct data from a text document. Each topic is tokenized 

as an approximation of words from the text called latent topics. The fundamental thought is that documents are 

described over as these latent topics. It is based on the bag-of-words model where the order of words is not considered 

important [7]. The authors stated the advantage of exchangeable that is conditionally independent and identically 

distributed through LDA over LSI (Latent Semantic Analysis) and PLSI (Probabilistic LSI). Through LDA a document 

could be associated with multiple topics. It very wells illustrates how LDA could be extended to be used for topic 

distribution conditioned over paragraphs and sentences providing a powerful tool for text mining. It also helps in 

dimensionality reduction over LSI. It assumes a document as a group of words and uses these words to form topics and 

combine them and provide distribution over a document or set of documents. So these topics could be shared between 

multiple documents thus, enhancing exchangeability. In [8], Nagwani et al. have summarized multiple documents 

which are related to one another which helps users to further analyze these documents. As there are multiple documents, 

it becomes difficult for the summarizer to summarize. Therefore, semantic similar terms are found in these documents 

and used for summarization. 

The approach used for summarization of several documents is MapReduce framework. At first, MapReduce framework 

is used to perform clustering on big datasets (more than one documents). Then probabilistic LDA algorithm is used to 

find topics in these clustered documents of similar text. Then a WordNet API is used to compute semantic identical 

words for a given topic and then sentences are extracted for these terms from the documents. Further, redundant 

sentences are eliminated and finally the document is summarized. The major conclusion to this experiment is the 

MapReduce framework is tested up to four nodes and compression rate, computation time is gauged for multiple 

documents and has performed well. Also, results using semantic similarity provided better performance. In [9], Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation Topic Modeling algorithm is explained and how it is probabilistic in nature. Topic Modeling helps 

to find particular themes in a document, how these themes are related and how they change over time. There is no 

labeled data required for topic modeling. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a statistical model which portrays a document as 

a list of topics. In this model, documents are a dissemination of topics which is a spread of words of the document. It 

assumes to remove all stop words like but, a, the, is, etc. and also assumes that the sequence of words in the document 

does not matter. So it uses the bag of words as the corpus input and discovers topics from the collection of documents. 

It computes the conditional probabilities or posterior probabilities of hidden structure that is topics. It can be concluded 

that the topic model is unsupervised machine learning algorithm and could be used for summarizing and understanding 
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our growing amount of information. In [10], users’ Twitter messages are analyzed and classified for various 

applications like breaking news detection, recommendation systems, sentiment analysis, and others. The messages are 

of short length, so applying topic modeling does not give a good performance. There are experiments conducted using 

Author-topic models and standard LDA for microblogging environments of classifying user and messages and 

concluded that LDA gives better performance. There are various aspects compared between these models like the topics 

generated and their coherence, their quality and so on. Various messages of a single user are aggregated and classified 

or analyzed. It seems that aggregating messages gives superior performance. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this project, we have performed extractive summarization on large documents. The main idea of extractive text 

summarization is to generate a set of n sentences for a document of m sentences where Sn is a subset of Sm [2]. The 

generated n sentence summary text should contain the relevant information from the underlying document. 

A. Reason for using Topic Modeling 

The main motive to use topic modeling for summarization is to view a text as a probability of topic words. There is an 

important metric of topic diversity evaluation required when summarizing a large text. It provides an inherent relation 

of topics in the documents which will greatly improve the quality of summarization. 

B. Data 

In this experiment, we have utilized the DeepMind QA Dataset which contain CNN news articles that are collected and 

prepared by Hermann et al. Details of the Data-set are as follows. Data in form of CNN News stories was collected 

from the CNN News stories data-set[1]. It contains 92579 different news stories in form of text documents. Every story 

contain content pursued by numerous sentences as highlights which are utilized as reference synopses for assessment 

reason. Example of a news story document. 

 

Fig. 3: Example story text 

Each story document is stored as an individual text. Therefore, all story documents are stored as a list of texts. Also, 

every story is separated as the actual story text and highlights. Highlights could then be utilized as a reference summary 

for the story. 
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C. Proposed Approach 

• Text Preprocessing: The are various text preprocessing steps taken which are explained below in detail. Clean the 

news articles, remove stop words, data tokenization, stemming the words and so on. This makes the data more 

concentrated. 

– Data Normalization - The articles are cleaned by re- moving punctuations, numbers, removing extra spaces and 

all words changed to lower case. These tasks normalizes the data before processing. 

– Tokenization - In an automatic summary generation, we need to fetch candidate sentences for generating 

summary of the text. Therefore, we need to segment the text into sentences. We have utilized NLTK library [14] 

to part sentences by perceiving different sentence terminations. These sentences are further segmented into 

words using the space character of English dictionary as the splitting index. 

– Removing Stopwords - Commonly used words that could be ignored are called stopwords. For example, a, the, 

as, etc. are common words. This could reduce our vocabulary and time to process them. NLTK library[14] 

provides a list of English common words that could be removed from the text. 

– Word stemming - It is the way toward changing Each story document is stored as an individual text. Therefore, 

all story documents are stored as a list of texts. Also, every story is separated as the actual story text and 

highlights. Highlights could then be utilized as a reference summary for the story. 

– (v) Lemmatization - It reduces words to its lemma or linguistic context which may have a different meaning. 

After based on the part of speech. For example, the word removing the highlights from the stories and saving 

them as better could be converted to good. [12]. 

• Feature Extraction: The topic modeling algorithm Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used for fetching important topics 

from the text [9] 

The ideal number of topics is determined through the coherence score of the model for a specific text. Coherence 

score of the LDA Model tells how good a topic model is. With an increasing number of topics, coherence score 

increases and flatten outs but it ends up having redundancy in topics. Therefore, we have picked up the model that 

gave the highest coherence score before leveling out. Coherence score is calculated using Gensim CoherenceModel 

library available in Python. However, internally it applies below formula. 

 CoherenceScore = 
X
score(wi,wj) (1) 

i<j 

                                     

Fig. 4: Workflow 

  (2) 

where p(w) is the probability of word wi in the document and p(wi,wj) is the co-occurrence of words wi and wj in 

the document. 
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• Sentence Extraction: Once the topic words are fetched using the LDA algorithm, a sentence distribution is created 

which gives the score of a sentence for each topic. The score is the length of intersection of topic words and the 

sentence words. The number of similar words between each sentence and the list of topic words is the score for the 

sentence. Then the sentences arranged in descending order of this score. Now, before summarizing there is a need 

to check the redundancy of these sentences. Using cosine similarity, the sentences are further ranked as per their 

similarity score. Cosine similarity is basically a dot product of two vectors which outputs how similar the two 

vectors are. The top k sentences from the sentence lists are then picked up with the highest scores for 

summarization. In this project, the news articles have highlights which are used as reference summaries. The k 

value is determined through the number of sentences present in highlights. 

D. Results and Discussions 

We have produced the summary for each document. Assessment of a summary is a troublesome assignment in light of 

the fact that there is no perfect summary for a document and the meaning of a decent summary is an open ended 

question to a huge degree. 

The two most significant elements based on which the generated summary is to be evaluated is the quality of the 

summary and how much it’s likeness with the reference summary. 

The Table 1 shows few example summaries of documents and their Recall scores. It was observed that the generated 

summary is similar to actual summary. Also, it is an extract of actual document so the sentence length is larger. For 

some cases, the generated summary is quite different from the actual summary but the quality is good. On an average, 

the score is 0.5 if we compared with the actual summary. We have generated summaries of various lengths and 

compared with the actual summary. The Table 2 gives the compression ratio, readability grade and recall score for a 

summary with different length. We can infer that if we increase the length of the summary, the readability grade 

decreases (the summary becomes easier to read), the recall score increases (the similarity between reference summary 

and system generated summary increases). Flesch-Kincaid Readability Tests provided the English readability grade of a 

text[11]. It measures how fluent or readable is the language of a text. The Flesch-Kincaid Grade tells the number of 

years a person needs to study to understand the text. It represents the grade as US grade level. The Table 3 gives the 

various grade levels and its difficulty levels. We have aimed of grade level 8-9. 

Compression Ratio is given by the length of generated summary to the length of original text. It is a measure which 

tells how much shorter the summary is with respect to reference summary. There is a trade-off between the 

compression ratio and the quality of the summary. We can observe that in the event that we endeavor to get a decent 

quality of summary, at that point the compression ratio increments and in the event that we decline the compression 

ratio, at that point quality is at a hurl. There is an improvement required to achieve good compression ratio with good 

quality summary 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

Automatic document summarization is a challenging task in the current world where trends are towards biomedical, 

emails, blogs, internet, education and so on. There is a huge influx of information and increasing day by day. 

Automatically summarizing these information is of great importance and a need. Document Summarization has turned 

into a significant research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Big Data arenas. The extractive summarization 

using topic modeling LDA algorithm successfully generates a summary of important sentences from the original 

document. It also provides good level of topic diversity. Later on, we might want to investigate progressively target 

works and improve the summary generation further and utilize diverse topic modeling techniques. Likewise, we mean 

to assess our way to deal with various dialects. There is a future scope of generating abstractive summaries which are 

more human like summaries and will require heavy machine learning tools for semantic language generation. 
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